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Live SciFi Is Live!

You've reached Anthony Simcoe's and Nat Dean's brand new site. So, you are asking yourself, "What can two Australian
actors offer me about the science fiction scene that I can't get elsewhere?"

The answer is: wild, off-the-wall, weird, wonderful, original, and informative talk, skits, and up-to-the minute reports on
science fiction happenings world-wide. Have you ever seen a grown man loose it completely? You'll see it here. Have
you ever seen two of the funniest guys in Oz play together on the edge -- absolutely without scripts? Do you want the
news about print, movies, DVDs, manga, anime, games, and conventions world-wide in a place where you can then
share your passion via chat rooms, forums, and private messaging? Are you ready for guest celebrities, surprise phone
calls, or email promotions? And soon you can purchase fun items from Anthony's band, Signal Room, as well as
promotional gear, books, music, and DVDs without leaving what we hope will become your home away from home.

Anthony and Nat, along with their reporters, will provide all the news and information you need to update your calendars
and feel "in the know" about the international science fiction scene. For a taste of the insanity that is Anthony and Nat
together, click the screen shot.

Along the way, come back often to Live SciFi to read book reviews, news about authors and other personalities in the
science fiction world, reports on new games and multimedia, as well as the best of live appearances and conferences.
We'll have reporters scouring the web and print, as well as our connections, to create a dynamic place where you can
talk about and watch science fiction in the making.

http://livescifi.com
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